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MOON BY MOON APOTHECARY

BATHING

RITUALS

a warming recipe for your bones & bathtub



december
darkens, the nights longer than the days, the moon sitting like an empress amongst the stars ~ 

 

hopefully, we are slowing down, spiraling in, tucking away into the soft velvet comfort of the dark

hours. with the cold knocking at our doors, hopefully we are bundled up, curled into the core of

our own warmth, our animal self that lays dreaming in its winter fur. though this is the darkest

point of the year, it also contains within its center the promise of light returning

 

december brings us to the winter solstice, the longest day of night, but from here on out, the sun

only grows stronger, brighter, having had its restful dip into the slumbering sky, having dipped

into the depths to bring forth the bright jewel called light. this month also brings us to the end of

a decade. we are collectively turning the calendar over into 2020 & bookending either side, an

eclipse

 

i have been thinking a lot about water as we move through these threshold times. warm water &

how it has such a beautiful way in which it holds us, cleanses us, helps us to relax & receive. the

recipe that follows is one i often make during the winter for one of my frequent baths! feel free to

tweak it as you like, & enjoy ~

https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2019/10/20/herbalists-defended-their-brew-court-they-won/r94hvWnBghLvdwsnw7W7JN/story.html


you'll need recipe
-- a clean, dry jar with lid

-- 1 cup epsom salts

-- 1/2 cup sea salt (or kitchen salt is fine!)

-- 1/4 cup baking soda

-- 1/3 cup of powdered ginger root

-- 1 tbsp. of cardamom powder

-- 1 tsp. of mustard powder (optional) 

-- you can add a few drops of essential oils

if you wish, but i usually prefer to leave the

out. some examples you to consider: ginger,

rosemary, lemongrass, rose... 

 

*makes about 2 cups of a soaking salt blend

**if you have sensitive skin, you may find

the ginger to be too warming, so you can

always reduce the amount of powder you

include

-- in a large bowl, combine all your ingredients

& mix well with a wisk

-- once combined, transfer your soaking salts

into your jar & make a label if you wish

-- keep stored in a cool cupboard for up to 8

months

 

-- for foot &/or whole body baths: add a good

dash to about 1/2 a cup into your bathwater as it

is running

-- you can add more or less of the soaking salt

mix depending on your sensitivity to heat!

 

 

 

 

 


